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Résumé

Une des techniques envisagées pour le développement commercial des
sables bitumineux de 1'Alberta est l'enlèvement in situ du bitume par
injection de vapeur dans les sables, â haute température et sous forte
pression. Les 3000 MW de puissance thermique requise pour une usine
typique de 20 Gg/jour pourraient être fournis par un réacteur nucléaire.
vOn a donc effectué une comparaison économique entre un réacteur CANDU â
caloporteur organique- et une centrale conventionnelle alimentée au
charbon, compte tenu de certains paramètres financiers. Cette analyse
a montré que pour les cas de financement sur dette, l'énergie nucléaire
n'a essentiellement aucune concurrence économique à craindre de la part
de charbon. Pour les cas de placement en actions, la position
concurrentielle des centrales alimentées au charbon dépend fortement
du coût du charbon livré dans la région des sables bitumineux, du taux
d'escompte, de la période d'amortissement et du taux d'inflation.
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ABSTRACT

One technique envisaged for commercial development of the

Alberta Tar Sands is in-situ removal of bitumen by injection of steam

into the formation at high temperature and pressure. The 3000 MW of

thermal power required for a typical 20 Gg/d plant could be supplied

by a nuclear reactor. Accordingly, an economic comparison was made

between a CANDU organic-cooled reactor and a conventional coal-fired

station, using a variety of financial ground rules. This analysis

shows that for debt-financed cases, nuclear power has essentially no

economic competition from coal. For equity cases, the competitive

position of a coal-fired station is heavily dependent on the cost of

coal delivered to the tar sands area, discount rate, amortization

period and inflation rate.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the techniques envisaged for the commercial development

of the Alberta Tar Sands is the "in-situ" removal of bitumen by injec-

tion of steam at high temperature and pressure into the oil formation .

The steam provides sufficient heat to lower the viscosity of the bitumen

and the resulting mixture of bitumen and condensed water is eventually

forced up an adjacent hole to the processing plant where the bitumen is

separated from the water and upgraded to a synthetic crude product.

This process allows relatively efficient recovery of bitumen from unmine-

able formations deeper than ISO metres below the surface, thus uncovering

the possibility of reaching an additional 85 megatonnes of reserves.

A typical 20 Gg/d plant will require approximately 3000 MW of

thermal energy to supply the necessary in-situ, "well-stimulation" heat

requirements. This block of power is large enough that steam from a

nuclear reactor could be competitive with steam from a conventional

fossil-fired station. An economic comparison of a nuclear and a coal

station is therefore presented in the following pages. A more detailed

study using slightly different terms of reference has also been pub-

lished elsewhere(2>.

2. ASSUMPTIONS

The economic comparison is made between a CANDU organic-

cooled reactor (OCR) and a conventional coal-fired station. The CANDU-

OCR reactor is similar in technical detail but larger in size than the

organic-cooled reactor located at Whiteshell Nuclear Research Estab-

lishment, Pinawa, Manitoba. This can provide steam at a higher pressure

than the heavy-water-cooled CANDU reactor and can therefore stimulate

* 3000 MW(t)

Canada Deuterium Uranium
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wells to depths of 700 m. Oil- and gas-fired stations have not been

considered for two reasons. First they are not competitive with either

nuclear or coal-fired stations even at today's energy prices and, second,

oil and gas are much more valuable as transportation fuel and for petro-

chemical uses than as a primary fuel source for this application.

It is assumed that sub-bituminous "C" coal with a heating

value of 19.3 MJ/kg is used in the coal station and that the coal must

be transported approximately 300 km. It is further assumed that any

coke or heavy bitumen coming out as plant tailings will not be used as a

fuel because of its value as a petrochemical or will supply only the

heat requirements of the plant process but not the in-situ heat re-

quirements.

Both schemes assume a single 3000 MW(t) unit capable of pro-

viding steam at 340°C and 15 MPa. The question of plant reliability is

not as acute as it is for many other industrial applications, and a

capacity factor of 80%, readily achievable by either nuclear or coal-

fired units, is sufficient. If back-up is required, this may be sup-

plied by a small coal- or coke-fired unit producing enough heat to

satisfy process needs and prevent freezing of lines. The construction

period for both units is taken as four years, with operating write-off

periods of 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 years.

Financial schemes based on "equity" and "debt" financing are

used for the comparison. After reviewing industrial financing prac-

tices, it was concluded that these are the techniques commonly used to

evaluate the merits of similar but competing projects. For example, it

is quite common for public and private utilities to finance new de-

velopments using debt financing. Private industry, on the other hand,

usually employs equity financing, especially on projects with a rel-

atively small capital outlay or short write-off periods. More recently,

however, private industries and utilities facing very large capital

investments have elected to finance these projects using a combination
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of both schemes. For the equity financing case, a discount rate after

taxes of 15 percent is used; for debt financing the interest rate on

borrowed capital is taken as 10 percent. Common to both cases are

assumed plant capacity factors of 80 percent, depreciation rates of 6

percent and taxes at 50 percent. Inflation rates of 0, 5 and 10 percent

are assumed on fuel, operating and maintenance costs after the in-

service date.

3. CAPITAL, OPERATING, MAINTENANCE AND FUEL COSTS

Table 1 summarizes the capital, operating, maintenance and

fuel costs of both stations. The capital costs for both are based on

1975 dollars escalated by 9.5 percent annually to the in-service date.

The annual operating, maintenance and fuel costs are quoted in 1979

dollars. It is assumed that sub-bituminous "C" coal delivered to the

plant in 1979 costs $14.56/t. This works out to a unit fuel cost of

$0.75/GJ assuming a heating value of 19.3 MJ/kg for the coal. Sim-

ilarly, the assumed 1979 cost for uranium fuel delivered to the plant

is $112/kg. This gives a unit fuel cost of $0.162/6J assuming a

heating value of 691.2 GJ/kg for the nuclear fuel.

TABLE 1

CAPITAL, OPERATING, MAINTENANCE AND FUEL COSTS
FOR ONE - 3000 MW THERMAL UNIT

Nuclear Coal

Capital 418 (M$)* 216 (M$)*

Operating & Maintenance 20 (M$/a) 17 (M$/a)

Fuel 12.1 (M$/a) 62.5 (M$/a)

Million dollars

Million dollars/annum
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Figures 1, 2 and 3 show a graphical comparison of the two

stations at 0, 5 and 10 percent inflation rates respectively for write-

off periods between 10 and 30 years, and for different financing schemes.

It can be concluded from the curves that coal stations are

more economical than nuclear stations under the assumed equity financing

ground-rules for zero or low inflation rates and for short write-off

periods. However, as inflation rates approach 5 percent, the economic

picture changes in favour of the nuclear station. For the debt-financed

schemes, nuclear power is much more competitive than coal for all levels

of inflation rates and most write-off periods.

A second economic comparison was undertaken using the previous

ground-rules to determine what would happen to the relative competitive-

ness of these systems if redundancy was introduced in the form of three -

1000 MW(t) units for each 20,000 Mg/d plant. Table 2 summarizes the

estimated capital, operating, maintenance and fuel costs.

Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the comparison between both stations

at 0, 5 and 10 percent inflation rates respectively for write-off

periods between 10 and 30 years using different financing schemes.

As would be expected, the conclusions reached for the single-

unit case are unchanged for the three-unit case, but for any set of

conditions, energy from a three-unit station is more expensive than that

from a single unit station.
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TABLE 2

CAPITAL, OPERATING, MAINTENANCE AND FUEL COSTS
FOR THREE - 1000 MW THERMAL UNITS

Nuclear Coal

Capital 578 (M$) 303 (M$)

Operating & Maintenance 20 (M$/a) 17 (M$/a)

Fuel Costs 12.1 (M$/a) 62.5 (M$/a)

O & M costs were assumed to be the same as the single unit
case.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Observations that can be made from the cost analysis are that

the operating and maintenance costs for both stations are comparable.

Capital charges for a nuclear station are about twice as high as those

for a coal station but the coal station's fuelling costs are greater by

a factor of five.

Low interest or discount rates, long capital write-off periods,

and single-unit installations favour nuclear installations. Furthermore,

the selection of financial ground-rules has a marked effect on the total

unit energy cost of steam. For the debt-financed cases, nuclear power

has essentially no economic competition from coal. The 15 percent

discount rate after taxes for the equity case shows that coal is more

competitive under these ground-rules at low inflation rates and short

write-off periods.

Clearly the competitive position of the two technologies is

heavily dependent on the costs of coal delivered to the tar sands area.

Each 20,000 Mg/d, in-situ plant will require 4,100,000 Mg of coal per
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year and if several plants are built, new mines will have to be opened

and new rail lines and rolling stock will have to be built. The effect

of these factors on the cost of coal is not yet known. If they result

in a significant increase, nuclear energy should be competitive under

all financing ground rules.
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